The influence of posture, applied force and perturbation direction on hip joint viscoelasticity
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Abstract—Limb viscoelasticity is a critical factor used to regulate the interaction with the environment. It plays a key role in modelling human sensorimotor control, and can be used to assess the condition of healthy and neurologically affected individuals. This paper reports the estimation of hip joint viscoelasticity during voluntary force control using a novel device that applies a leg displacement without constraining the hip joint. The influence of hip angle, applied limb force and perturbation direction on the stiffness values was studied in ten subjects. No difference was detected in the hip joint stiffness between the dominant and non-dominant legs, but a small dependency was observed on the perturbation direction. Both hip stiffness and viscosity increased monotonically with the applied force magnitude, with posture to being observed to have a slight influence. These results are in line with previous experiments carried out on upper limbs, and can be used as a baseline for lower limb movement simulation and further neuromechanical investigations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Muscles are characterised by their viscoelasticity, where stiffness and viscosity increase with activation. By co-activating the muscles acting on limbs, the human nervous system can control its stiffness or viscosity in magnitude, shape and orientation [1]. Critically, this enables humans to regulate their interaction with the environment [2] e.g. during object manipulation, or for running optimally on different grounds.

In order to understand how humans control the limb viscoelasticity, a large body of experiments have estimated stiffness and viscosity in the upper limb, in particular at the wrist and arm [1]. Stiffness and viscosity can be measured indirectly by applying a mechanical disturbance on the limb and regressing the resulting changes of position and force. Measurements carried out using this method showed that stiffness generally increases linearly with the applied force: in one deafferented muscle, in a single joint (thus including reflexes), and in the arm [1].

Much less is known on the viscoelasticity in the lower limbs, in part due to the difficulty to carry out suitable experiments involving heavy leg mass. For instance, existing robotic interfaces to estimate viscoelasticity in the lower limb either require a sitting or lying position [3], [4], [5], [6], or are not sufficiently rigid to apply fast perturbations without causing non-negligible oscillations e.g. [7], [8], [9], [10]. In addition, all of these interfaces are affixed to the body and thus determine the joints around which the limb can move, while anatomical joints generally vary with the posture (e.g. the knee joint rotates and translates during locomotion). An alternative method consists of applying perturbations directly on the foot, which can be used to estimate (only) ankle viscoelasticity [11].

In view of the limitations of previous devices to investigate the lower limb viscoelasticity, we have developed a dedicated robotic interface [12]. This rigid interface can be used to investigate the hip, knee or ankle neuromechanics in a natural upright posture. It uses an endpoint-based approach to apply dynamic environments on the leg, thus does not need to impose joint movement.

Due to the difficulty to apply a mechanical disturbance on the leg for estimating viscoelasticity, experiments reported in the literature have been mainly restricted to a single joint disturbance at the knee [13], [14] and ankle [15] joints. In [8] the LOPES exoskeleton has been used to estimate viscoelasticity at the whole leg (including the hip joint), using a multi-joint random torque as perturbation and an indirect measurement of the resulting displacement from its series elastic actuators. While random torque perturbations enable experiments to identify both the stiffness and viscosity simultaneously [16], [17], we preferred using a single position displacement to focus on accurately determining the joint stiffness [18]. This allowed us to examine the effect of individual factors such as posture or force level separately.

II. METHODS

A. Measurement system

The Neuromechanics Evaluation Device (NED) is a powerful cable-driven robotic interface to yield computer-controlled dynamic testing on one leg of subjects supported in a seated or upright posture ([12]. Fig.1). NED’s open stand support allows for conducting biomechanics identification experiments on various subjects including subjects with...
impaired motor function. Used in different configurations, this cable-based system can control the motion of the whole leg, foreleg, or foot in order to estimate the hip, knee or ankle neuromechanics. The pulley system can be adjusted to keep the cable orientation approximately normal to the limbs movement in different orientations for subjects of various size [12].

B. Experiment

The experimental protocol was approved by the Imperial College Research Ethics Committee, and all procedures were performed according to the principles described in the Declaration of Helsinki. Safety measures with NED include software limits on the velocity, acceleration and jerk, an optical system to check perturbation limits, and emergency buttons for the subject and experimenters [12].

Ten subjects (Age 21-27, with 6 females) without any known lower-limb injury or medical condition were recruited, they were informed on the device and experiment and signed a consent form prior to participation. Subjects’ weight and leg length (from the anterior superior iliac spine to the lateral malleolus) were then measured to estimate leg inertia. These subjects’ parameters are reported in Table I.

Bipolar electromyography (EMG) electrodes placed on the rectus femoris, biceps femoris and tibialis anterior muscles were used to check when subjects are relaxed. A locking knee brace was used to keep the knee joint fixed during the perturbations, and thus ensure that the leg is straight during the whole procedure.

![Fig. 1. Sketch of Neuromechanics Evaluation Device (NED) and perturbation profile used to estimate the hip viscoelasticity. Panel (a) depicts an the experimental setup. The subject’s leg was moved by the motor via a cable closed loop. The interactive force was recorded by the loadcells in both the front and back of the ankle. The pulleys can be displaced to yield a force perpendicular to the subject’s leg. \( \theta \), \( \dot{\theta} \), \( \tau \), \( \dot{\tau} \) are the speed and torque at the motor, \( \theta \) the hip joint angle, \( X \) the cable linear motion, \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) the force recorded at the loadcell in both front and the back. Visual feedback of the applied force enabled the subjects to control a desired force level while a perturbation was provided by the interface. Panel (b) shows the measured position and interaction force \( \delta(F_1 - F_2) \).](image)

Each participant was asked to relax while supporting their body weight using the handle. A harness was used to connect the ankle of the leg under test to the cable system (Fig[1](a)). The subject could familiarise with the device by experiencing several perturbations, after which the system workspace safety limits were set.

A position perturbation was used to estimate hip joint impedance. The perturbation shown in Fig[1](b) was used. It consists of a 150ms long plateau with 20mm amplitude (corresponding e.g. to an angle of 1.15° for a 90cm long leg) with smooth ramps up and down. This perturbation profile was determined by trial and error to ensure a force measurement profile with negligible oscillations [12]. All data was measured with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.

For both legs, measurement was carried at different initial postures with the hip angle (relative to vertical) at \{15°, 25°, 35°, 45°, 55°\}. At every posture, subjects were first asked to relax (which was checked using EMG) while a perturbation (with profile as in Fig[1](b)) was applied by the system randomly in the forward or backward direction, with five trials in each direction. The time of a perturbation was also random so that the subject could not prepare for a perturbation.

Sequentially, each subject was asked to pull or push the leg to exert a force of \{-20, -10, 10, 20\}N (with positive value for backward kick) as was controlled by the subject using real-time feedback of the applied force displayed on a computer screen placed in front of them. The force level was

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no</th>
<th>weight [kg]</th>
<th>height [m]</th>
<th>leg length [m]</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
taken relative to the relaxed condition of each subject, so that the effect of gravity was compensated by the interface. To prevent a subject from volitionally reacting to a perturbation, visual feedback was not updated during the perturbation.

The subjects carried out two such measurement cycles (5 minutes each), with a ten minute rest during which they were detached from NED. For the two legs of the ten subjects, there were thus ten trials at each of the five postures and five force levels, using two perturbation directions (see Fig.2). The total experiment time was 100 minutes excluding the breaks.

C. Data analysis

The hip joint dynamics can be described as:

$$\tau_m = \tau_g + \tau_c + I \delta \dot{\theta} + B \delta \dot{\theta} + K \delta \theta, \quad (1)$$

where $\tau_m$ is a torque produced by muscle tension to counteract the gravitational torque $\tau_g$ and $\tau_c$ corresponding to the external forces. $I \delta \dot{\theta}$ is the inertia component and $B \delta \dot{\theta} + K \delta \theta$ the hip viscoelasticity component corresponding to a displacement angle $\delta \theta$, where $B$ is the viscosity and $K$ stiffness.

As two force sensors are used at the extremities of the ankle fixture which record signals $F_1$ and $F_2$, the dynamics can be simplified to:

$$\delta \tau = \delta (F_1 - F_2) L = I \delta \dot{\theta} + B \delta \dot{\theta} + K \delta \theta, \quad (2)$$

where $\delta \tau$ is the torque response to $\delta \theta$ and $L$ the limb length. Both the static muscular torque ($\tau_m$ due to static applied limb force) and gravity torque $\tau_g$ is eliminated as we removed the offsets during data analysis (i.e. using $\delta (F_1 - F_2)$). Additionally, the gravitational torque $\tau_g$ was found to have less than 1% effect on the overall joint torque with the 20mm perturbation amplitude, and is therefore negligible. Similar to the method described in [18], a constant displacement (as shown in Fig.1b) was used to determine stiffness $K$ using:

$$\delta \tau \equiv K \delta \theta. \quad (3)$$

For each participant, leg, posture, force level, and perturbation direction condition, the perturbation displacement $\delta \theta$ and resulting change of torque $\delta \tau$ in the last 100ms of the perturbation plateau of all 10 trials formed 1x1000 vectors, which were used to estimate $K$ as the least-square solution of Equ.5.

Viscosity was determined (using Matlab ifest command with search method set ‘auto’ for best fit) as the least-square solution of the transfer function:

$$\frac{\Delta \Theta(s)}{\Delta T(s)} = \frac{1}{Is^2 + Bs + K}, \quad (4)$$

where $\Delta \Theta$ and $\Delta T$ are the Laplace transforms of $\delta \theta$ and $\delta \tau$ respectively. In this equation, inertia was computed from the biomechanical model of [19] and stiffness was estimated from Equ.5. The weight of the leg was estimated as 16.1% of total weight, and the radius of gyration of the whole leg at the distal end is $0.56L$, thus

$$I = 0.161 M (L 0.56)^2, \quad (5)$$

with the mass $M$ and length $L$ parameters from Table I.

III. Results

Fig.2 summarizes the stiffness estimation results of all ten subjects. These results were obtained with the two perturbation directions, for their two legs, at the selected five postures and the five force levels. Hip joint overall stiffness changes with the perturbation direction, applied limb force level and hip angle (as was tested by separate Friedman’s tests with $p<0.05$). No difference was detected between stiffness values in the dominant and non-dominant legs (as was tested using both Friedman’s test and paired t-test). In the following, we will thus, for each subject, use the stiffness value of the two legs together, and investigate how stiffness and viscosity depend on the perturbation direction, force level and hip posture.

Perturbation direction dependency. Fig.3 shows how the stiffness values of all subjects, at all postures and force levels, depend on the perturbation direction. We see that a larger portion of the stiffness values is below the identity line, suggesting that the backward perturbation results in larger stiffness values than the forward perturbation. This was confirmed by a paired t-test indicating that the difference between the estimation was different with the two different directions ($p<0.05$). The linear regression result (green solid line, with $R^2=0.72$) described in Table II exhibits a difference of 26% between the estimation in the two directions. On the other hand, the estimated viscosity values showed no clear perturbation direction dependency, with regression close to identity line but $R^2 < 0.1$ for the best linear regression model.

Force-level dependency. To investigate the interrelationship between measured viscoelasticity, applied limb force level and hip angle, we performed three steps of mixed effect modelling to examine the stiffness change due to the selected parameter. Firstly, stiffness was assumed to vary linearly with applied limb force while posture may influence this parameter. Secondly, the identified force-stiffness relation. $K_{ik}$ is the $k$-th stiffness estimated at $i$-th hip angle, $F_{ik}$ the $k$-th applied limb force at $i$-th hip angle, $A_0$ and $A_1$ the fixed effects describing how stiffness changes with applied limb force, $b_{10}$ and $b_{11}$ correspond to the random effects representing the influence of hip angle upon the identified force-stiffness relation.

By estimating mixed effect models for each subject’s leg, it was found that stiffness increases monotonically with applied force amplitude in all subjects (presented in Fig.4b). The estimated force-level dependency weight ($A_0$) has a
mean value of 5.15Nm/rad per applied Newton force and a standard deviation of 0.98Nm/rad. This finding indicates a positive relationship between applied limb forces and hip joint stiffness, which is further confirmed by F-tests (p<0.05 for all subjects’ legs).

Furthermore, Friedman tests showed that the hip angle would change both fixed-effect parameters, namely the relaxed stiffness (A1) and force-level dependency (A0) (with p=0.0006 and p<0.0001, respectively). To further emphasize stiffness change due to hip angle, random effects are presented as the relative percentage of fixed effects (b0/A0 and b1/A1). Furthermore, the acquired percentages were further subtracted by random effect percentages estimated at 55° hip angle in order to present stiffness change with respect to 55° hip angle. As shown in Fig 4a, stiffness changes with posture and reached statistically significance at 15° degree hip angle (tested with two tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test with Bonferroni correction). On the other hand, Fig 4b shows that the force-level dependency (A0) changed inconsistently due to posture and does not reach statistical significance at any specific hip angle.

The same investigation was carried out on the estimated viscosity. All subjects had an increased viscosity with applied force (with a mean slope of 0.19Nm s/rad, presented in Fig 4b). However, only 42% cases passed the F-test, indicating that the viscosity change due to the applied limb force may be insignificant. Additionally, the identified mixed effect models showed low prediction accuracy and a limited data variance explained by the model (with mean R2=0.35 lower than the stiffness model prediction with R2=0.79) despite the inclusion of random effects. It is, therefore, unclear whether hip joint viscosity exhibits similar force-level dependency or whether the identified trend was merely due to noise.
Posture dependency. A second investigation used a model assuming that stiffness changes quadratically with hip angle, and the applied limb force may influence this quadratic relation:

\[ K_{jk} = A_2 \theta_{jk}^2 + A_3 \theta_{jk} + A_4 + b_{j2} \theta_{jk}^2 + b_{j3} \theta_{jk} + b_{j4} \]  (7)

where \( K_{jk} \) is the \( k \)-th stiffness estimated at \( j \)-th limb force, \( \theta_{jk} \) the \( k \)-th hip angle at \( j \)-th limb force (where 0 degree refers to the angle while standing straight), \( A_2, A_3 \) and \( A_4 \) the fixed effects describing how stiffness changes with posture, \( b_{j2}, b_{j3} \) and \( b_{j4} \) the random effects relating the influence of applied limb force upon the identified posture-stiffness relation. Note that a quadratic function of the position was used to best catch the larger stiffness at 25° and 15°.

The identified fixed effect parameters indicated that most legs exhibit an inverse relationship between measured stiffness and hip angle, as presented in Table II in combination with F-test results. In other words, it was found within our experiment range {15-55°} that hip joint stiffness would increase with the decrease of hip angle. However, the identified posture dependency was less influential compared to the previously identified force-level dependency, as the linear regression model without random effects showed a low estimation accuracy (mean \( R^2 = 0.16 \)) and required random effects that consider applied limb forces (mean \( R^2 = 0.65 \)). The importance of force-level dependency was consolidated by theoretical likelihood tests (where 95% cases passed with \( p<0.05 \)), and suggested that applied limb force is a stronger influencing factor in comparison with hip angle.

The same process was repeated on estimated viscosity with Equ [7]. The identified models showed poor prediction accuracy and explained limited variance of data (mean \( R^2=0.28 \)) with 65% of the models failed the F-tests (indicating no posture dependency).

**Force and posture dependency.** Based on the aforementioned test results, we further hypothesised that stiffness changes according to both applied limb force and hip angle, with each factor possibly affecting the other one:

\[ K_{ijk} = A'_0 F_{ik} + A'_2 \theta_{ijk}^2 + A'_3 \theta_{ijk} + b_{i0} F_{ik} + b_{i2} \theta_{ijk}^2 + b_{i3} \theta_{ijk} + A_5 + b_{i4} + b'_{j4} \]  (8)

where \( K_{ijk} \) is the \( k \)-th stiffness estimated at \( i \)-th hip angle and \( j \)-th limb force, \( F_{ik} \) the \( k \)-th applied limb force at \( i \)-th hip angle, \( \theta_{ijk} \) the \( k \)-th hip angle at \( j \)-th limb force (0 degree refers to standing straight), \( A'_0, A'_2, A'_3 \) and \( A_5 \) are the fixed effects describing how stiffness changes with applied force and posture; \( b_{i0}, b_{i3} \) and \( b_{i4} \) the random effects relating...
the influence of hip angle upon identified parameters: $b_{j2}'$, $b_{j3}'$ and $b_{j4}'$ the random effects relating the influence of applied limb force upon the identified parameters. The proposed model is the combination of previous models, and similar notations were used to allow comparison with previously identified parameters.

Interestingly, the newly identified fixed effects exhibited values similar to previous findings. Stiffness was again found to increase with applied limb force, with slopes (mean $A_0'=4.98$) close to previous values (mean $A_0=5.15$). By calculating the differences between both values, 83% cases showed differences less than 10% (calculated by $A_0'-A_0/A_0$). Meanwhile, most subjects were again found to exhibit negative correlation between stiffness and hip angle, and are presented in Table II along with F-test results. These findings imply that the identified force-level and posture dependencies coexist.

The estimated generalised linear models, which refers to models without random effects, were shown to predict hip joint stiffness of all subjects’ legs with acceptable variance being explained (mean $R^2=0.68$, with standard deviation of 0.16). The model can be further improved by including random effects (mean $R^2=0.84$, with standard deviation 0.09, 92.5% cases passed F-tests). This finding demonstrates the importance of correlation among parameters (e.g. hip angle changing force-level dependency). On the other hand, random effects ($b_{i1}'$ and $b_{i4}'$) which affect the constant value ($A_5$) are shown to decrease since both posture and force-level dependencies are considered in this model.

The model prediction accuracy of all three models is presented in Figure 5.

### IV. Discussion

We performed a systematic experimental investigation of hip viscoelasticity using NED, a novel rigid robotic interface dedicated to lower limb neuromechanics studies. A position displacement was used as a mechanical perturbation, that enabled us to obtain an accurate estimation of hip stiffness. Viscosity was computed in a second step using a least-square minimization of the linear second order
model. The relatively large perturbation amplitude ensured a reliable estimation despite large force measurement noise. We also analysed the influence of the leg, posture, force level and perturbation direction on stiffness and viscosity estimates. The dominant and non-dominant legs exhibited similar values of viscoelasticity, which may not be surprising as the legs are mostly used for the symmetric walking. Sports activities such as playing football might induce some asymmetry, although this could not be studied with the available population.

Stiffness was found to be slightly larger when estimated from displacement applied in the posterior direction than in the anterior direction. This is probably due to stronger or larger muscles since stiffness is known to vary proportionally to the cross-sectional area of a stretched muscle [20], and the quadriceps femoris may be larger than the biceps femoris [21]. The study [3] estimated hip and knee multi-joint viscoelasticity using an exoskeleton, but could not study the influence of applied force systematically. Using the dedicated NED interface, we could systematically analyse the influence of posture and applied force on the single-joint viscoelastic parameters in a controlled manner. We found that stiffness increases monotonically with the applied limb force, with a relation consistent with previous measurements in the upper limb [11]. The stiffness value was found to be slightly influenced by the hip angle, as was previously found in the ankle [15]. The viscosity exhibited no clear dependency upon perturbation direction or hip angle, and slightly increases with the applied limb force. The difficulty in identifying viscosity dependencies may originate from its low value relative to stiffness.

The obtained viscoelasticity values we have observed with our subjects population are in the same order as reported in previous studies, although such comparison is limited by the fact that viscoelasticity depends on the individuals. In [13], it was found that knee joint stiffness in the relaxed condition is around 75Nm/rad and viscosity is about 2Nm s/rad, and both of these factors increase with muscle contraction. The values we obtained for the hip joint are larger (with stiffness values between 75-318Nm/rad and 2-21Nm s/rad under relaxed condition), as expected as larger muscles are involved. Using the LOPES exoskeleton perturbing the whole leg and indirect position measurement from the serial elastic actuators used in LOPES, [8] found stiffness values between 50-220Nm/rad and viscosity between 0.5-10Nm s/rad. While being in the same order of magnitude, the difference with the values we have obtained may be in part due to the older population of that study with ages between 67-72 while our young adults were between 21-27.
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